
HOW WOULD
MICROSOFT’S USER
AGREEMENT WORK WITH
CISA?
When Jim Comey talks about wanting back doors
into Apple products, he often claims that some
software providers have managed to put back
doors into allegedly secure products.

I keep thinking of that claim when I hear about
the many privacy problems with Microsoft 10 —
including the most recent report that it will
send data to Microsoft even if you’ve disabled
some of the spy features on the operating
system. Is this the kind of thing Comey had in
mind?

I’m even more intrigued given the report that
Microsoft changed its Services Users Agreement
to permit it to scan your machine looking for
counterfeits.

Sometimes you’ll need software updates
to keep using the Services. We may
automatically check your version of the
software and download software updates
or configuration changes, including
those that prevent you from accessing
the Services, playing counterfeit games,
or using unauthorized hardware
peripheral devices. You may also be
required to update the software to
continue using the Services.

Add that to this part of the Users Agreement,
which permits Microsoft to retain, transmit, and
reformat your content, in part “to protect you
and the Services.”

To the extent necessary to provide the
Services to you and others, to protect
you and the Services, and to improve
Microsoft products and services, you
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grant to Microsoft a worldwide and
royalty-free intellectual property
license to use Your Content, for
example, to make copies of, retain,
transmit, reformat, display, and
distribute via communication tools Your
Content on the Services.

The two together seem to broadly protect not
just Microsoft sharing data with the government
under CISA, but also deploying countermeasures,
as permitted under the Cyber Intelligence
Sharing Act.

(1) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding any
other provision of law, a private entity
may, for cybersecurity purposes, operate
a defensive measure that is applied to—

(A) an information system of such
private entity in order to protect the
rights or property of the private
entity;

(B) an information system of another
entity upon written consent of such
entity for operation of such defensive
measure to protect the rights or
property of such entity; and

This Service Agreement would seem to imply
consent for automatic updates including those
that disable what gets called a cybercrime under
the bill (that is, counterfeit software) and a
general consent to let Microsoft do what it
needs to to “protect you and the Services.”

To be fair, the counterfeit clause is just one
adopted from Xbox so it may not reflect anything
new at all.

But given the presumption that some form of CISA
will pass after Congress returns next month, I
wonder how these clauses with work under CISA.
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